Case Study

API-AGRO runs its
groundbreaking
agricultural Data Exchange
on Dawex technology
Together, Dawex and API-AGRO created the first
secure, compliant ecosystem for the European
agricultural community to source, exchange and
monetize data under commercial licenses.

Description
API-AGRO is the data
exchange platform for the
agricultural sector
Industry
Agriculture

Meet API-AGRO
Harnessing the power and value of data for agriculture
Like many industries, the agricultural sector is increasingly fueled by data.
To meet environmental and economic challenges, optimize yields, compete
against global digital giants and control costs, agriculture needs data—data
to measure and manage water use, soil quality, animal health, climate
impacts, market conditions and more.

Headquarters
Paris, France
Website
www.api-agro.eu/en/

Data is not only vital to individual farmers, but also to cooperatives,
research and education entities, financial services and insurance
organizations, multinationals and downstream agricultural industries. It’s
also a monetizable asset—offering a source of incremental revenue for
data generators.

Dawex Solution

To keep vital data flowing among its constituents, more than 30 public and
private stakeholders created API-AGRO, the data exchange platform for
the French and European agricultural sectors. It provides a platform where
all members of the ecosystem can exchange, source and share both open
and monetizable data in a way that is equitable and practical for
participants large and small.
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To develop and operate the circulation of this vital data resource,
API-AGRO turned to Dawex.

The Challenge
API-AGRO’s founders envisioned a secure platform for exchanging data
and APIs that would help stakeholders adapt to changing markets, stay
competitive and generate value from data they capture every day, either
by sharing open data, exchanging or monetizing data to optimize their
organization and create new revenue streams.
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They had a number of non-negotiable requirements:
Proven security. Potential data contributors were wary of
opening up their valuable datasets to other members of
the ecosystem, and they were concerned about the
potential for data falling into rival hands. A secure solution
using blockchain technology to ensure integrity was a
must.
Easy, fast and scalable. The platform would have to be
easy to access and navigate for a broad array of users and
participants, yet sophisticated and scalable enough to
meet advanced needs.
Agri-specific. API-AGRO wanted a mature, feature-rich
platform that could be fully customized to address sectorspecific needs.
Traceability and control. API-AGRO data contributors
would need the ability to showcase the value of their data
yet retain control over its distribution and use. Rigorous
data governance and traceability were vital.

A customizable platform to meet API-AGRO’s
agriculture-specific needs and user journey
The ability to ensure data traceability, collect mandatory
information for GDPR compliance, and give data
providers control over the use of their data
Data accessible in all formats, including files and APIs
and in raw or prepared form
Open, private, free and paid data management
capabilities on a single integrated platform
The ability to offer tiered, subscription-based access
depending on the level of functionality desired and usage

Open Data capabilities integration
The platform integrates open data management
capabilities providing full flexibility to data providers and
data acquirers who can manage multiple business
models on a single platform, from open data sharing use
cases to complex private data exchanges.
On API-AGRO, a selection of free and open data are
available to accelerate the development of innovative
solutions for a more productive and a more sustainable
agriculture.
“The availability of open data management capabilities
offers our members the choice to both distribute open
data for free and monetize other data types to cover the
cost generated by open data model.”
— Sébastien Picardat, CEO at API-AGRO

The Solution

Scoping and implementation

Among all the solutions API-AGRO evaluated, only Dawex,
the leading data exchange technology company and operator
of the largest global data marketplace, met all of this client’s
criteria and more. As a result, API-AGRO chose Dawex to
develop and operate the data exchange platform and
selected 3DS OUTSCALE to provide sovereign cloud
infrastructure.

To assess and understand API-AGRO’s requirements, the
Dawex professional services team conducted a series of
workshops to scope needed functionality and help
API-AGRO identify the appropriate business model for its
platform.

As the pioneering leader in the data economy, Dawex
offered the specific technological expertise and experience
that API-AGRO needed to launch its data exchange platform
successfully. Dawex technology would ensure the
governance, security, scalability and data traceability
API-AGRO’s users and stakeholders would demand, plus
the ability to tailor the final solution to unique specifications.

“Dawex enabled us to efficiently
confidently achieve our vision for the
API-AGRO data exchange platform.”

and

— Sébastien Picardat, CEO at API-AGRO

Among all competitors, only Dawex offered:
An easy-to-use platform interface tailored to users, not
data experts, with straightforward searching and
exporting
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Once scoping was complete, implementation and testing
took approximately six weeks.
To ensure a consistently positive user experience, the
Dawex team monitors platform functionality as a platform
user would and regularly incorporates
customer feedback into the technical roadmap.

API-AGRO data acquirers can:
Easily search, discover and assess the published data
they need
View the data catalog and acquire data through a
sponsoring supplier

The Result

Access sampling and data diagnosis tools

Today, API-AGRO enables participants in the French and
European agricultural sectors to innovate, compete globally
and use data as a lever for growth.

Subscribe to open data flows and business licenses

Operations and Support

The platform provides:
A secure, efficient and easy-to-use data exchange
platform that is fully GDPR-compliant
A means for the agricultural community to leverage data
to reduce costs, plan investments, adapt to weather
constraints and more

A positive user experience that is continually improved
based on customer input and R&D
A data-driven mechanism enabling downstream market
data to inform upstream farm practices
Full control by data contributors over the dissemination,
monetization or exchange of their data and on what
terms

Dawex handled all initial setup of the API-AGRO
system as well as data orchestrator training.
API-AGRO now manages ongoing member registration,
onboarding, activity monitoring, member engagement, and
compliance and technical support using the Dawex
Administration Console, support and documentation.

“Exposing our databases on API-AGRO
allows us to increase our visibility and
respond to specific requests to customize the
available data.”
— Edwige Charbonnier,
ACTA
Exploitation of Plant Health Data

Manager
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The Opportunity
Dawex enables companies to create their own business
models for data exchange with a complete set of userfriendly features.

API-AGRO data providers can:
Easily define and market compelling data offerings

For enterprises or consortiums seeking to maximize
the value of data internally or for customers, partners,
subsidiaries or other constituencies, Dawex provides a
highly secure, compliant, and functionally complete data
exchange platform along with a full array of consulting and
support services.

Describe and publish data themes

Test data attractiveness
Control circulation of their data

Let's kickstart your Data Exchange strategy.

Provide platform access via subscription sponsorship
Share open data efficiently

Dawex, the leading data exchange technology company and the operator of the largest data marketplace, allows organizations
to orchestrate data circulation by sourcing and exchanging data securely and in full compliance with regulations. Today
10,000+ organizations from 20+ sectors rely on Dawex Data Exchange technology to build their data exchange strategy. In
2020, Dawex is named Technology Pioneer by the World Economic Forum.
“Tech Pioneer” by the World Economic Forum
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